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Does anyone still remember irony? It was a decade ago, in 1999, during that anxious 

countdown to the New Millennium, when the call went out on all levels of the culture for 

the good citizens of this country to renounce the sarcastic, too-hip posturing of the 

ironists. Several film critics launched an attack on "the new nihilism," Manohla Dargis's 

label for movies such as Quentin Tarrantino's Pulp Fiction , Neal LaBute's Your Friends 

and Neighbors  and Todd Solondz's Happiness , films which Dargis claimed "encourage 

our total disinterest toward the world, other human beings, and just maybe ourselves."(1) 

During the presidential campaign of that season candidate John MCain roused audiences 

by pledging to "declare war on cynicism," while none other than Sports Illustrated  

jumped on the bandwagon in their June issue, devoting an entire article to the intolerable 

fact that "in America . . . every citizen is a snarky, cynical, hipper-than-thou, irony-

dripping icon of comedy and cool."(2) Even Scott Dikkers, editor of the satirical paper 

The Onion , went on record complaining that "everybody I know is sarcastic all the time, 

in everything they say."(3) Later that summer Knopf came out with the hit book For 

Common Things: Irony, Trust and Commitment in America Today, in which 24-year-old 

Yale law student Jedediah Purdy warned that "if we care for certain things, we must in 

honesty hazard some hope in their defense," and then promptly swung his gun sites 

toward the real source of all our troubles, Jerry Seinfeld, who Purdy branded "irony 

incarnate."(4) 

 Even in the art world, irony had supposedly run its course. Or at least Museum of 

Modern Art chief curator Kirk Varnedoe, speaking to the New York Times , agreed that 
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"irony has been such an important part of art in the 20th century. . . . But a lot of work 

done now is more playful and fun."(5) Of course, the case was sealed once and for all by 

the terrorist attacks of September 2001. After 9/11 Time, Vanity Fair and other 

publications ran obituaries. "One good thing could come from this horror," the essayist 

Roger Rosenblatt gravely intoned in Time: "It could spell the end of the age of irony."(6) 

To which a writer for the Boston Phoenix added, "Maybe a coddled generation that 

bathed itself in sarcasm will finally get serious.”(7) 

 Somehow I found myself dragged into this debate, again right as the sun was 

setting on the 20th century. In response to an Artforum article I had written about a 

handful of emerging L.A. painters, I got mocked by fellow critics David Rimanelli and 

Bruce Hainley as "just another L.A. critic" who belongs to the "back-to-beauty camp" 

and promotes "the New Sincerity."(8) To this day I'm not quite sure what I said to be 

counted among the New Sincerity's evangelists. But with such widespread sharing of 

terms and tactics between the art world, film criticism, mainstream journalism and 

beyond, a new front was obviously being opened in the country's long festering culture 

wars. And it was no easy trick avoiding enlistment in the fight.  

 The art world's participation in this argument serves as a reminder, as if we 

needed one, that art exists like everything else in the culture—namely, outside of the 

studio, in public, with an audience always in front of it. Which is to say, even when 

we're talking about beauty and sincerity, the topic is as much about rhetoric as poetics. 

The point was made explicit in the debates over aesthetics that raged in the early '80s, 

during the prequel to this more recent debate. In his introduction to 1983's The Anti-

Aesthetic, Hal Foster writes that, with the increasing politicization of art criticism at the 

time, "the very notion of the aesthetic is in question," and then defines aesthetic 

experience in both its affirming and resistant aspects, as "effect[ing] a world at once 

(inter)subjective, concrete and universal—a symbolic totality"—and "as a necessary 
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negative category, a critical interstice in an otherwise instrumental world."(9) The 

picture Foster draws here is of a world bound by symbolic connection trying to survive 

within a larger capitalist world bound otherwise. Four years later Thomas Crow argued 

that theories of the aesthetic were originally "built on an opposition between community 

and capital," only Crow traced the struggle within this opposition beyond the writings of 

Theodor Adorno and Clement Greenberg and even 19th-century advocates of art-for-

art 's-sake all the way back to 18th-century European treatises on taste out of which 

aesthetic discourse grew.(10) Moreover, Crow, unlike Foster, questioned not the 

aesthetic as such but the presumed lapse of its relevance in the '70s and '80s. 

 Since it was first conceived, modern aesthetics—or what has been shorthanded 

recently as "beauty"—has complimented a bourgeois model of subjectivity; it concedes a 

privileged place to individual experience and immediate sensation, is based in the body 

and its appetites. And yet the aesthetic realm has nevertheless held out the promise of 

stemming the social dispersion encouraged by the perpetual stoking of our appetites 

under capitalism. Through its alchemy the aesthetic converts divisive greed into shared 

tastes, self-interested pursuits into disinterested pleasures, sensory distraction into felt 

connection. It was thought to save the individual from total privacy on the one hand and 

the false communities of ideology and rationalized consumption on the other. No easy 

task, and some of the past century's most dramatic art criticism bears witness to the 

difficulties of reconciling aesthetic experience's internal contradictions, its demand for 

both empirical particularity and symbolic unity. Listen to Greenberg, for instance, during 

the years just before and after 1950, how intensely ambivalent he is about Jackson 

Pollock and the sheer experiential onslaught, what he called the "hallucinated 

uniformity," of Pollock's allover paintings, which Greenberg admits may "answer 

something deep-seated in contemporary sensibility" but which he also hesitates to call an 

aesthetic achievement ("uniformity—the very notion is antiaesthetic," Greenberg 
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writes).(11) Or listen to Michael Fried, who in 1967 saw the tension between the general 

and particular, between symbolic unity and experiential intensity, made manifest in 

modernist painting's relationship to minimalist objects, both of which form "a response 

to the same developments" but nevertheless find themselves "in direct conflict," so much 

so Fried thought they should be split apart in—and as—"Art and Objecthood."(12) 

 Scratching the surface of aesthetic theory reveals, beneath all its talk of 

autonomy and transcendence, a deep concern with cultural communities and their 

dynamics, with how and why audiences might or should gather around artworks. It 

definitely concerned modernists like Greenberg and Fried: in their eyes, an artwork that 

wagers everything on material intensity, whether a Pollock painting or a sculpture by 

Donald Judd, threatens not only to privatize experience but to do so for too wide an 

audience, offering up cheap sensory thrills to be had by any shock-craving viewer. On 

the other hand, an artwork more exacting in the kind of audience it anticipates and 

summons, that tightly specifies a cogent set of communal values, runs the risk of being 

overly narrow and exclusive (an accusation leveled at color-field painters like Morris 

Louis and Kenneth Noland and the modernist hero-worship heaped on them during the 

'60s).  

 Indeed, this dilemma can be seen as informing much of modern art and its 

constant questioning of convention, its calling into doubt the viability of certain modes 

of address, its avoidance of any metaphors or ways of figuring experience overly 

vulnerable to instrumentalization, to misappropriation as vehicles for dulled, dominant, 

unexamined meanings. Generally, artists have tried to perpetually strike new conventions 

each more demanding of their audience (a modernist goal perhaps), or they have instead 

thrown emphasis onto the questioning and undermining of already established, 

hegemonic tropes (perhaps a more postmodern approach, what Foster back in 1983 called 

"a new strategy of interference"). Or some artists have tried to resist meaning altogether, 
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to avoid any sort of figural reading of their work. In the end, this might have been what 

Pollock was after; his painting, at least according to T. J. Clark, "is a work against  

metaphor."(13) 

 We are familiar by now with this last strategy, the struggle to expunge rhetoric 

entirely from artworks, so as to render them "absolutely autonomous, entitled to respect 

for their own sakes, and not merely as vessels of communication" (Greenberg).(14) 

Postwar American art proved itself particularly antagonistic toward metaphor. Harold 

Rosenberg famously described artists like Pollock as not attempting to paint an image—a 

figure or symbol or statement—but rather as so exalting the act of painting as to make 

irrelevant the image that resulted and that viewers consumed. Rosenberg championed 

Pollock for having "decided to paint . . . just TO PAINT."(15) What of course 

Rosenberg's ellipsis paves over is precisely a noun, some object to take the verb's action, 

thus rendering the usually transitive "to paint" suddenly intransitive. A generation later, 

Kenneth Noland found it necessary to distance his own work from Abstract 

Expressionism and what he felt was its vestigial over-reliance on symbolic associations. 

"We didn't want anything symbolic," he says about himself and Morris Louis, "no 

subject matter other than the making of paintings."(16) These painters were then in their 

turn opposed by yet another group even more dead-set on banishing metaphor. As Robert 

Morris summed up his project in the '60s, "I was out to rip out the metaphors."(17)  

 By 1985, the critic Craig Owens, an important theorist of postmodernism in the 

visual arts, seemed to welcome back a renewed interest in rhetoric and its figurative 

modes such as metaphor. He applauded what he called "the recent shift in critical method 

from logical to rhetorical analysis, from a criticism concerned primarily with the abstract 

truth or falsehood of statements, to one which deals with their use in specific social 

circumstances."(20) And yet here again, Owens considered this an advance only because 

rhetorical analysis better equipped artists and critics alike to perform ideological 
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critique, which Owens characterized as a program to smoke out and vigorously prosecute 

hidden metaphors. "Insofar as rhetoric specifies the proper use of contradictory 

expressions such as metaphors," Owens continues, "it is also the site of the ideological." 

 Indeed, for over three decades now much compelling criticism has valorized not 

only this kind of postmodernist debunking, or what is now demonized as irony, but also 

a kind of iconoclasm not entirely unlike the one Harold Rosenberg advocated when he 

prioritized action over image—we have had anti-form, the informe, the index, the 

aleatory, the horizontal versus the vertical, the operative or performative as opposed to 

the thematic, and so on. But a fundamental problem regularly confounds such strategies: 

namely, how, in the course of avoiding the reduction of the poetic to the 

instrumentalities of communication, propaganda and ideology, and to the criteria of 

result and gain—how to not also thereby drain away all meaning, all the suggestive 

fullness that accounts for the poetic's unique power in the first place. This argument was 

taken up against Cleanth Brooks's "The Heresy of Paraphrase," the definitive axiom of 

New Criticism that vilified any assumption that a "poem constitutes a 'statement' of some 

sort," since "all such formulations lead away from the center of the poem," its poetic 

core.(19) Stanley Cavell, for one, voiced the objection that paraphrase, especially in its 

lengthy approximations and their obvious inadequacy, "registers what William Empson 

calls the 'pregnancy' of metaphors, the burgeoning of meaning in them," and even R. P. 

Blackmur, a self-proclaimed New Critic duly pained by the fact "that we live in a 

rhetoric-sodden world," still looked to the analogy-making powers of metaphor for that 

world's very salvation, writing that "it is indeed by analogy that I believe the mind 

makes its richest movements.... It is through analogy, if at all, that the falcon can again 

hear the falconer, that things can come together again, and that again the center can 

hold."(20) Similarly Hannah Arendt wrote in 1967, in a New Yorker  appreciation of 

Walter Benjamin and his "poetical" mode of thought, that "metaphors are the means by 
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which the oneness of the world is poetically brought about"—and this despite Arendt's 

keen awareness of modern society's tendencies toward decidedly nonpoetic, instrumental 

forms of oneness such as massification and totalitarianism.(21) 

 What perhaps made metaphor so promising, but also so problematic, was the 

distance and difference it preserves between the entities it brings into association. 

Metaphor allows reception some leeway, at once expands or extends as well as displaces 

its object. Because it opens up an angle by which a figure is seen as both distanced and 

bridged by its predication, metaphor's action foregrounds viewpoint and perspective; as 

Kenneth Burke wrote in 1945, "for metaphor  we could substitute perspective."(22) But 

this is precisely where problems arise: by casting the figure as itself and more than 

itself, metaphor generalizes the specific, promises to enlarge the poetic but in doing so 

threatens to invade and disperse its singularity. Indeed, opening interpretive space and 

entrusting viewers to fill it was exactly the formula touted by a booming postwar 

advertising industry; according to the infamous Dr. Ernest Dichter, pioneer of marketing 

or what was then called "motivational" research (and a featured villain in Vance 

Packard's 1957 bestseller The Hidden Persuaders), "a sculpture, a painting, or a poster is 

better if it is somewhat incomplete, if the onlooker is invited to fill [it] in."(23) 

 At the same time, it wasn't only the modern era's many coerced or exploitative or 

utterly banal versions of unity that kept metaphor from fulfilling its promise to restore 

"the oneness of the world." This was only one side of a larger problem, the other being 

too much specialization, competition and fragmentation, symbolic instability and 

dispersal brought on because of, not despite, social and economic expansion, the 

migrations into cities, the broadening of education, the general embroiling of culture in 

problems of integration, rationalization and pacification. Given the constant turn-over in 

scientific paradigms, in democratic consensus and in capitalism's marketplace of values, 

there seemed no symbolic axiomatic figures (no gold standard even)—theories of 
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process, perhaps, but these only further eroded the stability of the figure or sign. 

"Incomprehensibility in the arts is inseparable from the fragmentation of the public 

through the expansion of professionalism," Harold Rosenberg concluded in 1956.(24) 

Greenberg also shook his head over the likelihood of any metaphor being able to open up 

a broadly illuminating perspective under conditions of advanced capitalism. "A poem by 

Eliot and a poem by Eddie Guest—what perspective of culture is large enough to enable 

us to situate them in an enlightening relation to each other?"(25) 

 Little wonder, then, that artists would struggle to evade metaphor altogether. But 

the difficulties inherent in effectively coining figures of experience certainly didn't make 

the issue go away. In a publicity drenched, "rhetoric-sodden world," even the most 

iconoclastic work, a canvas by Pollock, say, still existed in public. And even if there 

were no interpretations available to gain a definitive purchase on it, that didn't mean 

interpretations weren't attempted nevertheless. Quite the contrary, as Pollock's work 

itself proved. Art still had to improvise a social existence, assume a posture toward the 

world no matter how impossible the task of figuring its wholeness proved. Specifically, 

an artwork still had to take a stand in relation to viewers, had to anticipate how it would 

be experienced or reckoned with. "All works of art or stylistic cycles are definable by 

their built-in idea of the spectator," as Leo Steinberg wrote during the course of a 

discussion of Noland's paintings from the mid-'60s.(26) For Steinberg, it was no knock 

against the poetic integrity of Noland's work to find that, "like all art that ostensibly 

thinks only about itself, it creates its own viewer, projects its peculiar conception of 

who, what and where he is." The argument advanced here is not far from the one Mikhail 

Bakhtin elaborated during the 1930s, and which Clark relies on in his discussion of 

Pollock. Indeed, despite what Clark calls, in another context, the "lack of consistent, 

repeatable meanings" in modern society, nonetheless in his grappling with Pollock he 

appeals to Bahktin's theory of the "dialogical" space of artistic production, writing that 
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"all utterances anticipate answers , provoking them, eluding them, orienting themselves 

toward an imagined future in which something is said or done in reply; and works of art, 

being specially elaborate, pondered cases of utterance, are most of all shot through with 

such directedness."(27) 

 So what particular features distinguish the "directedness" of postwar American 

painting? What conception of the viewer does such art create or build into itself? These 

are especially fruitful questions to level at such early '60s movements as color-field 

painting, pop art and minimalism, none of which can be characterized as iconoclastic or 

anti-visual, and all of which were considered as decidedly opposed to Rosenberg's notion 

of action painting. Indeed, artists as diverse as  Noland, Judd, Jasper Johns, Frank Stella 

and Roy Lichtenstein  were deeply concerned with how their works looked, how they 

looked to the viewer or even at the viewer and in some cases away from the viewer, and 

how the viewer looked back at the paintings in turn. And this stress on looking came at a 

time when a mass audience was suddenly growing up around art, when a small scene of 

artists and poet-critics inhabiting a few square blocks in Manhattan exploded into a 

business complex intertwined with mass media and consumer culture, studio and art 

history departments in universities, and governmental funding agencies at the local, state 

and federal levels. It was during this period when claims were made that looking itself, 

at least the kind of looking typically associated with art—standing at a remove, 

contemplating, interpreting—had become deeply problematic, even antithetical to the 

values of advanced art. Many argued that it was up to painting to redeem or even 

supercede the normative terms for viewing art, namely through the adoption of such 

strategies as "noncomposition" (which enforced what Michael Fried called "a point of no 

view") or sheer enormity  (resulting in canvases that, as Eugene Goossen remarked in 

1958, "consume the entire wallspace and in turn affect the quality of life in the room, 

pressing an emotional experience upon those who used to have to stand and peer").(28) 
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This reign of artworks that emphasized looking despite the sense of crisis embroiling it 

would eventually lapse during the latter half of the '60s, when there arose even more 

extreme remedies to the artwork's visual aspect—strategies such as anti-form, 

performance, process and dematerialization. 

 While it may seem a stretch to assert that such decidedly abstract art as that 

produced during the early '60s might have anything remotely to do with rhetoric and its 

figurative modes, according to the likes of Steinberg and Clark rhetoric would be 

unavoidable when it comes to making artworks as well as experiencing them. This was 

the argument Kenneth Burke himself presented during "The Western Roundtable on 

Modern Art," the transcription of which was published in 1951's Modern Artists in 

America . In response to Arnold Schoenberg, Mark Tobey and Frank Lloyd Wright all 

inveighing against the call for art to communicate to a general public, Burke insisted that 

no matter what "there is always communication . . . . The communication is there the 

minute the painting is done . . . .  Certainly [the artist] is not talking to himself, is he? 

He is using a communicative structure of terms."(29) A well-known fixture in the 

Greenwich Village art scene, ex-roommate of Stuart Davis and Berenice Abbott, former 

writer and editor at The Dial, music critic for The Nation  and until 1961 a philosophy 

teacher at Bennington, whose studio art department was headed up by Paul Feeley and 

involved at one time or another the likes of David Smith, Adolph Gottlieb, Lawrence 

Alloway, Goossen and Greenberg, Burke devoted himself during the '40s and '50s, in 

such books as A Grammar of Motives (1945) and A Rhetoric of Motives (1951), to 

elaborating on exactly what he meant by "a communicative structure of terms." As Burke 

defined it, the field of rhetoric encompasses basic predispositions toward formalizing or 

granting sense and shape to the world of things and their relations, including not only 

how things are presented for understanding—how arguments do or don't persuade—but 

also how understanding itself handles those things presented to it, how things like 
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arguments or artworks are received. In the words of Hayden White, whose own writing 

in the '70s and '80s did much to adapt Burke's theories to poststructuralist debates, 

rhetoric allows one to "penetrate to that level of consciousness on which a world of 

experience is constituted prior to being analyzed."(30) For Burke, rhetoric breaks down 

into four main modes of address, or what he calls "master tropes": beside metaphor, 

there are synecdoche, metonymy and irony. In this scheme, any attempt to move beyond 

one mode of address only leads in the direction of another mode. Indeed, the basic ways 

in which metaphor is typically faulted seem to suggest a predilection for one of the three 

alternative tropes. The complaint that metaphoric association lacks the binding strength 

of religious meaning points toward synecdoche; the argument that metaphoric meaning 

lacks science's necessary motivation, objectivity and verifiability would move it toward 

metonymy; and those who look with suspicion upon the credibility of any meaningful 

equation between disparate entities would tend to favor irony.  

 Following the Burkean "communicative structure," it is possible to see much of 

the visual art made in the late '50s and early '60s—that is, made in the wake of Pollock's 

attack on metaphor—as adopting the last three of these master tropes.  Within this 

scheme, color-field painting can be seen as an attempt to move beyond metaphor toward 

synecdoche. If what distinguishes metaphor is the awareness it maintains of a difference 

between the two things it nevertheless associates, synecdoche is that mode of 

representation that stresses not difference but proximity, identification and sameness 

between entities. It is that class of tropes or figures in which, as Burke puts it, "part 

[stands] for the whole, whole for the part, container for the contained, sign for the thing 

signified, material for the thing made," that implies "an integral relationship, a 

relationship of convertibility . . . proclaiming the identity between 'microcosm' and 

'macrocosm.'"(31) When describing his work in the '60s, Kenneth Noland spoke of "that 

quality of connection I'd like those colors to have," a quote that echoes Burke's 
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description of synecdoche as emphasizing "the connectedness between two sides of an 

equation . . . from quantity to quality or from quality to quantity."(32) It is " the 

continuity from part to whole," as Paul de Man has more recently observed,  "that makes 

synecdoche into the most seductive of metaphors."(33) 

 The paintings of Louis and Noland, with their colors spread evenly across or 

soaked into expanses of canvas, emphasize their constituent materials but only to equate 

those materials with the vital, exacting capabilities of modernist viewing. In Louis's 

Veils, for example, pigment spreads along and reinforces the painting's material surface, 

but it also rises and falls in accordance with gravity, as if to provide a mirror figure or 

surrogate for the viewer; each Veil is thus both figure and landscape, identified at once 

with the lateral reach of the painting as object and the centering line of the viewer's 

eyesight. What results is a fusion between distant and proximate vision, and, beyond 

that, a harmonizing of overview and close-up, the many and the one, the general and the 

specific, not to mention the poetically figured and the literal contingencies that such 

figuration depends on if only to transcend. 

 Furthermore, Louis and Noland liked to boast of the immediacy and directness 

they built into their painting process, what they both called "one-shot" painting, which 

meant making paintings without using sketches, painting directly and quickly, with no 

going back into and reworking or painting over. In their pursuit of immediacy these 

painters could even be said to have eliminated their own mediating presence in front of 

the canvas. Through pouring and staining and spraying they were able to remove 

evidence of brushwork, of the painter's hand and governing artistic will. What resulted 

were forms that appear to spread or fall on their own  across the surface rather than being 

carved and chiseled into it. Color seems to arrive at its own limits rather than having 

limits imposed on it. Thus the paintings seem able to grant colorforms a greater degree 
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of independence, and this liberation from the artist-creator hastens the delivery of those 

forms into a more tense, immediate relationship with the viewer.  

 Both Louis and Noland can be said to have privileged the act of reception over 

production, looking over making. But that doesn't mean they weren't also wary of the 

abuses that had become associated with art 's afterlife in exhibition and interpretation. 

Since it is inherently visual, so the argument ran, a painting that is poetically, mutely 

just itself will necessarily be entirely open to eyesight. But precisely by coming to grips 

with visibility in this way, such an artwork would also stay resolutely within itself, not 

pander to viewers. This was the tenuous distinction much art in the early '60s staked 

itself on. It is what differentiated '60s art from that of the '50s, what led to a typical kind 

of '60s visual effect that Lawrence Alloway called "not a struggle against signification 

but the description of its absence."(34) Such paintings would somehow be visible strictly 

on their own terms, would seem "to have come into existence as if of their own accord," 

as Fried describes Louis's work from around the same time, ". . . as if the paint expressed 

itself  upon the canvas through the painter, and not at all as if the painter expressed 

himself through the medium of paint."(35) And if the paintings could only be direct and 

immediate enough, reception could perhaps be turned from a locale into an event, albeit 

instantaneous, happening within eyesight alone, in the intimate proximity of the 

encounter and the instant of looking that squeezed out all surrounding space between 

viewer and image. Here would be a safe place where a kind of looking could occur 

without threat of misappropriation and misunderstanding, where interpretation wasn't 

allowed any leeway, where the viewer either identified with the painting and fused with 

it or was left at a loss, feeling distanced by so much blank linen and spilt paint. As Fried 

described the confrontation with such paintings, "One is either in or out."(36) 

 But this wasn't the only defense available to painters—or rather, this mode of 

address suggested a related but different mode. One could instead make paintings that 
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purposely distanced the viewer, gave themselves over to viewing while also deliberately 

steeling themselves against it, in which only mute and irrefutable fact was presented, in 

which "what you see is what you see," as Frank Stella famously claimed.(37) The 

direction in which many minimalists took Pollock's example was toward metonymy. 

Rather than suggest a complete fusion between the realms of the material and 

immaterial, inside and outside, as with synecdoche, with metonymy a reduction occurs in 

only one direction, toward the material, from intrinsic to extrinsic, from quality to 

quantity. Whereas Louis and Noland equated eyesight and painted field, subject and 

object, Judd and Stella assimilated art to the latter—toward the literal, the extrinsic. 

"The inner glow that illuminates Reinhardt's works becomes a mechanical surface shine 

in Stella's," Irving Sandler complained in 1960.(38) Hilton Kramer had much the same 

reaction to Judd's first solo show three years later: "One is again made conscious of the 

shift away from the analytic and metaphorical style to the more literal mode of utterance 

making itself felt at the present time."(39) Mel Bochner also noted minimalism's 

"conscious avoidance of anthropomorphic metaphor and the consequent tragic 

outlook."(40) It "struck one as the difference between a poet and a reporter," Kramer 

wrote of the gap he perceived between the new literalism and the "older metaphorical 

bias . . . utterly personal and yet expressive of a more general philosophy of art in which 

visual metaphor and imagination dominated the brute donnée of the artist 's 

material."(41) 

 By shifting all emphasis to exteriority, the minimalist object expects to be viewed 

from a distance, even by the artist; it didn't matter if someone else made the work. 

Unlike Fried, for whom "stepping back is what's wrong . . . [it] ruins the work," Judd 

treated distance as a measure of success, as if it were the necessary condition for any 

artwork's full assertion of itself; as if, in order to thrive, to achieve originality and 

independence, to present things in their own right, an artwork had to disassociate, even 
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oppose itself to its viewer, had to remain to a certain extent unknowable.(42) Judd 

favored aggressive materials, blocky and inert shapes and bland repetitions, all of which 

combined to obscure any sense of his work having a definable frontal aspect by which to 

present itself, a face with which to welcome viewing. Judd himself explained in an 

interview that "in most of my pieces there are no front or sides—it depends on the 

viewing position of the observer. It 's obvious that the floor pieces have no front."(43) 

The result was a "a menacing anonymity."(44) Even Judd's wall-reliefs, which seem to 

have frontality forced on them, actually turn their attention sideways, perpendicular to 

the line of sight, extending themselves laterally or horizontally, repeating their 

component parts either up and down or across the wall. Much of Judd's impatience with 

painting had to do with how its frame inherently induced illusionism by establishing 

stage-like sight lines, defining the pictorial field as belonging entirely to the viewer's 

gaze. Instead Judd wanted his holistic shapes to evade that system and to sit as if outside 

it, in what his nemesis Fried called "an indeterminate, open-ended and unexacting 

relation" to the viewer.(45) Judd aimed for his work to both impose itself on its audience 

and remain indifferent, to aggressively occupy the viewer's space yet turn away, offering 

vision only blunt objectivity, the artwork as perfect stranger. 

 Finally, no rhetorical portrait of the '60s would be complete without a mention of 

irony, the most exemplary manifestation of which was pop art. Irony often involves a 

self-conscious and contradictory mixing of figurative modes so as to sow doubts about 

the adequacy or legitimacy of figuration or representation in general. Roy Lichtenstein, 

for instance, would use the rigid regularity of Benday dots to depict a spontaneous, 

excitable brushstroke; Warhol's portraits invite metaphoric investment in the celebrities 

they depict and at the same time confound that investment through the metonymic, 

production-line repetition and coarse printing of each celebrity's image. Like the 

minimalist object, pop assumes a certain detachment from its viewers, but unlike 
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minimalism it doesn't offer in return the certainty of objective fact. At the same time, if 

pop reinstates the metaphors Pollock had banished, it also insists that those metaphors 

not be taken too seriously. 

 As such, pop irony could be considered as yet another manifestation of an artistic 

strategy mixing visual assertion and defense. That at least was how Susan Sontag saw it 

in her 1964 essay "Against Interpretation," in which she explicitly aligns pop art with 

color-field painting and minimalist objects: "Pop Art works," she writes, "by using a 

content so blatant, so 'what it is,' it , too, ends up being uninterpretable."(46) Fred Orton 

has recently reached a similar conclusion in his tropological analysis of Jasper Johns's 

work; Orton describes Johns as mixing metaphor and metonymy so as to produce 

"meanings . . . that are publicly kept at a distance."(47) Johns's art, like that of 

Lichtenstein and Warhol, beckons identifications explicitly avoided by much of 

minimalism and color-field painting; not only does it make use of representation, it also 

references the studio and assigns hand-wrought brushwork a prominent role. Yet what 

Johns ends up producing are slippages between brushwork and image, making and 

looking. As Greenberg wrote in 1962, 

 

 Johns is interested in the literary irony that results from representing  flat and 

 artificial configurations which in actuality can only be reproduced . . . the 

 painterly paintedness of Johns's picture sets off, and is set off by, the flatness of 

 his number, letter, target, flag, and map images . . . . Everything that usually 

 serves representation and illusion is left to serve nothing but itself, that is 

 abstraction; while everything that usually serves the abstract or decorative—

 flatness, bare outlines, allover or symmetrical design—is put to the service of 

 representation.(48) 
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 Looking back, it would appear that by the mid '60s irony became the dominant of 

the four modes in art making—and remained so for long after.(49) Even color-field 

painting came to be seen with a degree of detachment and irony. The synecdochic 

transparency and directness that someone like Noland sought for his paintings soon grew 

cloudy and opaque, it 's as if that transparency had "silted up," to borrow the description 

Rosalind Krauss used as early as 1971 in reference to Noland's project. To feel the 

immediacy of such paintings now required some form of indoctrination, a mediation, 

something like a study guide: as Krauss put it, "access to them can only be achieved by a 

long chain of explanation."(50) The synecdochic modernist defense against 

misinterpretation quickly grew into an interpretation in its own right; and suddenly it 

was the modernist viewer, not just journalists and scene-makers and bureaucrats, who 

drew suspicion, who was regarded as someone who can only misappropriate or 

misinterpret artworks. During the '70s and '80s postmodernists would theorize 

misappropriation as unavoidable; whether labeled ideology, myth or allegory, this new 

form of postmodernist misinterpretation instituted a distance once again between the 

sign's components, between the reality of the signifier (whether it lay within the 

unconscious, the mode of production or a materiality as formless and alien as Pollock's 

flung paint) and the misrecognitions of the viewer's signifieds. But unlike with 

metaphor, that distance was now unbridgeable.  

 Indeed, the inaugural moment of postmodernism, the sense of the always 

unavoidable possibility of misinterpretation, can perhaps be located at just this moment 

in the '60s and the attempt then to make direct, univocal art that opened nevertheless 

onto multiple interpretations. But the clear-cut division between modernism and 

postmodernism itself suppresses the sociality and polyvalence of art 's rhetorical 

dimension, and indeed institutes new "pure" monological forms (the floating signifier, 

the index, the informe, etc.). Here Burke proves exemplary in the way he approaches 
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rhetoric so as to resist static binaries, including the dualism that rhetorical analysis itself 

has so often been reduced to over the course of the 20th century—namely, a reduction to 

metaphor and metonymy. Thus simplified, these dyadic terms have since been 

superimposed onto a number of ideological oppositions, many of which have hence been 

collapsed into the modernism-postmodernism stand off. As Gerard Genette has observed: 

 

 In the metaphor-metonymy couple, it is tempting to see the opposition between 

 the spirit of religious transcendence and the down-to-earth spirit, dedicated to the 

 immanence of the here-below . . . . Horizontal versus  vertical. Minds could be 

 classified in the same way as "materialists" (the prosaic), those who—like 

 Freud—privilege "contact" and see in similarity only its pale reflection, and 

 "spiritualists" (the poetic), driven on the contrary to elude contact, or at least to 

 sublimate it in terms of analogy.(51) 

 

 The master tropes of rhetorical analysis, when restored to a four-fold schematic, 

exhibit a much greater flexibility than is found in binary oppositions, a flexibility to 

which their "undecidability"—the fact that tropes are incredibly hard to keep separate 

from one another—testifies. Metonymy and synecdoche, for example, are notorious for 

their simultaneous overlap and divergence, and perhaps for this very reason are so often 

simply collapsed. As Paul Ricoeur notes, the confusion stems from the fact that, much 

more than metaphor, both synecdoche and metonymy "connect objects prior to 

connecting ideas"; that is, they deal almost entirely in the realm of nouns, whereby "one 

object is designated by the name of another."(52) Both synecdoche and metonymy are 

commonly said to establish this connection between objects by way of their physical 

contiguity, but this is strictly true only for metonymy. Synecdoche, Genette argues, 
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"concerns in fact an inclusion, or belonging . . . and of a logical rather than spatial type." 

He continues: 

 

 It is not at all certain that one can legitimately regard inclusion, even in its 

 most crudely  spatial forms, as a particular case of contiguity. This reduction no 

 doubt has its origin in an almost inevitable confusion between the relation of the 

 part to the whole [synecdoche] and the relation of this same part to the other 

 parts  that make up the whole [metonymy]: a relation, it might be said, of the part 

 to the remainder . The sail is not contiguous to the ship, but it is contiguous to the 

 mast and the yard and, by extension, to the rest of the ship.(53) 

 

Calling synecdoche and metonymy both tropes of contiguity thus favors the latter and 

anticipates the former's reduction to it, a move that renders synecdoche redundant and 

foreshadows the only survivors being the binary opposites metaphor and metonymy.  

 If metonymy and synecdoche are kept distinct, however, their frequent 

intersections prove more often contradictory and tense than complimentary and mutually 

reinforcing. Indeed, their uneasy interplay can be seen sparking many of the arguments 

that raged over '60s art. Judd, for example, agreed that his art and that of the modernists 

formed "a response to the same developments" (his enthusiasm for painters like Noland 

led Philip Leider, editor of Artforum at the time, to remark on how Judd's "writing in 

many cases made similar judgments [as Greenberg and Fried] but from an utterly 

different point of view").(54) Judd also often acknowledged in his writings how his own 

sensibility was deeply influenced by Noland's art and the stress it placed on directness 

and clarity. And Judd in turn couldn't keep his own work and his thinking about art in 

general entirely immune to metaphor—Judd's praise for what he called specific objects, 

for artworks isolated within their literal materials and circumstances and from each 
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other, was a way for him to model his anarchist political beliefs, his vision of a world 

comprised of sovereign and separate individuals. 

 Judd's metonymy expressed his distrust of the presumed higher laws or 

underlying orders that authorized the collecting together of disparate things through 

analogy. A common example of such an analogy, one that Greenberg used, is that "a 

painting [is] like a living organism" in that it "exists by the simultaneous relation of its 

parts."(55) This, for Judd, is "like Poussin saying order underlies nature. Poussin's order 

is anthropomorphic."(56) To avoid the vast induction of things into such colonizing 

analogies, Judd proceeded in his work to treat each specific, local part as a whole in its 

own right, not as a gateway to some greater commonality; association between units 

would be established only through external contact, without their yielding to some 

deeper, shared, more authoritative essence. Any "order" resulting from such association 

is thus "not rationalistic and underlying but is simply order, like that of continuity, one 

thing after another."(57) This became Judd's artistic program: "All I'm interested in is 

having a work interesting to me as a whole . . . . Anything that is not absolutely plain 

begins to have parts in some way . . . [and] the more parts a thing has, the more 

important order becomes, and finally order becomes more important than anything 

else."(58) 

 According to such a metonymic view, artworks are no longer to be compared to 

living organisms or to any other general order of being, not even to other artworks. "The 

new art," wrote Mel Bochner, "deals with the surface of matter and avoids its heart."(59) 

Irving Sandler nodded in agreement: "These artists describe only the surface of the world 

around them, impervious to any system of meaning."(60) But at this point, there begins 

to emerge yet another overlap between tropes, this time between metonymy and irony. 

Bochner's line was written in response to the three-dimensional abstract geometries that 

filled the "Primary Structures" show at the Jewish Museum in 1966, while Sandler's line 
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was devoted to the representational pop art featured in the 1962 "New Realists" exhibit 

at the Sidney Janis Gallery. "Underlying much of New Realism is a metaphysic similar 

to that of such French 'objectivists' as [Alain] Robbe-Grillet," Sandler writes a sentence 

earlier; Bochner borrows a quote from Robbe-Grillet 's "For a New Novel" ("there is 

nothing behind these surfaces, no inside, no secret, no hidden motive") to begin his 

minimalism review. (Brian O'Doherty also cited Robbe-Grillet in a 1966 overview of 

minimalism, calling the French novelist "the theoretician-in-residence" for the new 

abstract sculpture.)(61)  

 What metonymy and irony can be said to share is a mutual opposition to the kind 

of commonalities and connections that metaphor and synecdoche confidently erect from 

one object—or attribute or facet or state—to another. But whereas metonymy goes no 

further than the object's obdurate externals, treating surface as a legitimate, "final" 

destination in its own right, irony only ever returns back to the surface since every 

association it launches from there leads astray. Leo Steinberg gets at the distinction 

when describing Johns's works and particularly their ironic surfaces, which for Steinberg 

serve as scenes not of boastful wholeness, declarations of objective fact, but rather of 

abandonment and resignation:  

 

 When Franz Kline lays down a swath of black paint, that paint is  

 transfigured . . . .  Paint and canvas stand for more than themselves. Pigment is 

 still the medium by which something seen, thought, or felt, something other than 

 pigment itself, is made visible . . . . But [Johns], if he wants something three-

 dimensional, resorts to a plaster cast and  builds a box to contain it. When he 

 paints on a canvas he can only paint what's flat—numbers, letters, a target, a 

 flag. Everything else, it seems, would be a childish game—"let's pretend." . . . 

 There is no more metamorphosis.(62) 
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 Even when considering the color-field painters, especially the kind of 

relationships their works establish with viewers, some very significant differences 

emerge. For example, the feature that most distinguishes Louis's paintings, especially his 

Veils, from the rest of his modernist brethren, that element which the modernist account 

of opticality could never quite own up to, is his ability to present forms that, although 

entirely flat and frontal, come across nevertheless as strongly sculptural and bodily, all 

the more so because they seem to prioritize their own weight over our vision. Nothing is 

hidden from sight nor fully surrendered to it; color and shape are displayed completely 

flat, with no shadows or overlap, and yet they retain a firm sense of their own footing, 

centered around their own gravitational axis rather than the axis running through the 

visual cone. And in this way, they seem to adopt a completely different conception of the 

frame from that experienced in, say, Noland's work (especially the latter's Concentric 

Circle paintings, which treat the frame much like a camera's viewfinder, separating out 

and disembodying vision, so as to effect a synecdochic locking of the eye into the 

painting and the painting into the eye via images that enact the in-and-out corkscrewing 

of the visual cone itself). Rather than float inside a window-like frame, Louis's Veils 

seem to perch on its inner ledge, inhabiting what seems more like a theater stage. No 

longer does the frame only figure and organize the onlooker's vision, delimiting a field 

for appropriation through sight; instead, the frame is now given a dual role; it will 

provide separate anchors to both seer and seen. While one side of the frame points 

frontally out at us, housing and cradling our gaze, Louis suggests another side, 

perpendicular to our line of sight, that grounds and houses the image, a side we can't see 

but that we assume exists because the pictured forms depend on it, support themselves 

with it. And because knowledge of this perpendicular side comes secondhand and only 

through the rendered characters and their more direct  relationship to it, it therefore 

seems to belong to them. The result is an image that seems capable of openly and 
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immediately disclosing itself while maintaining a sense a relative sovereignty from the 

viewer being addressed. Image and audience stand to and for each other in a 

metaphorical relation, establishing connection while also maintaining independence. 

  To finally return to where this essay began, with the dawning of the New 

Millennium and the recent campaign against irony, we may indeed be witnessing a major 

tropological paradigm shift, and this may have something to do with a growing desire for 

tighter identifications, with the pervasive sense that our cultural relationships have 

become too blasé and detached, our conversations too disconnected. At the same time, 

the history of the last century (of fascism, of Reagan and Thatcher, of Bush pater  and 

junior) has taught us to strongly distrust populist calls to unite the culture by returning 

to true and righteous symbols. But it should be remembered that irony itself reaps more 

than just disenchantment and second thoughts; it can also incorporate, it can instantiate 

communities by separating out those let in on the joke from those who aren't. This is 

what has made irony so attractive a strategy in the past, but also what makes it 

problematic now. The culture industry today uses irony relentlessly to carve out its 

demographic niches. Irony sells, it now contributes as much as any other rhetorical mode 

to the task of configuring false communities. 

 But at the same time, I don't really think irony was ever as dominant as it was 

often made out to be. Since around the mid '90s, well before the New Millennium, the 

rhetorical mode that has suddenly risen to the foreground has been metonymy. This is 

not to say that today we have simply returned to the exact same kind of metonymy that 

was manifested in '60s minimalism. Today's metonymy is somewhat different, not 

characterized by an emphasis on literal objecthood, on the concrete reality and hard 

surface-quality of things. If anything, concrete reality seems thoroughly eclipsed now 

beneath the omnipotence of contemporary media and the technologies of the virtual. But 

all the same, there is a literalness that predominates now—that is, it 's the literalness of 
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our connections, of pervasive interconnectivity per se, the demand that everything be in 

contact, be contiguous, with everything else. We live under the heavy obligation to stay 

in touch, not for the sake of intimacy with others—that would lead to a more metaphoric 

or synecdochic set of relations—rather, we are obliged to keep in touch as a way of 

staying online, of being literally plugged into a global communications system. The 

result is that our contemporary landscape is dominated by a Judd-like one-thing-after-

another quality, which we experience not as a row of boxes but in the chains of 

connections that make up today's networks, from the macro-transactions of economic 

globalization down to the incessant programming by which we chain together our daily 

lives, the entertainment programming we conduct with our TiVos, the listing of contacts 

we vigilantly maintain in the address books in our cell phones and computers, the 

complicated travel itineraries we constantly craft, the organizing of bookmarked 

websites on our web browsers, the cataloging of MP3s on our iPods. 

 One way this gets expressed in art is in the kind of rambling one-thing-after-

another metonymic associations that characterize much contemporary installation work, 

such as the projects of Thomas Hirschhorn. Metonymy also dominates in what's become 

a popular form of art that treats social space as a kind of sculptural material, or that 

pictorially documents people just hanging out—an exemplary practitioner of this form is 

Rirkrit Tiravanija. Few will go so far as to describe these get-togethers or hang-out 

scenes as constituting communities or subcultures or anything else suggesting some 

idealistic binding force or agent, some higher purpose or cause or affinity that acts to 

bring the group together. Rather they are manufactured as if automatically by the art 

world, where scenes are sustained not by shared values so much as by purely physical 

and arbitrary circumstances; they're dependent on the chance encounters of artschool 

enrollment, on the rote obligation of attending gallery openings, on the bare necessity of 

living in the same low-rent district and the creaturely convenience of frequenting the 
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same neighborhood bars and coffee shops. Calling this a scene is almost euphemistic; it 's 

the result of a system. And such social space work seems to acknowledge this: it plays 

up that particular metonymic effect that is familiar from site specific art and institutional 

critique; it too maps and articulates the literal contingencies of artworld institutions, the 

concrete specifics of exhibition spaces and their operations.  

 Another kind of metonymy is found in the well capitalized, high production-value 

work by artists like Olafur Eliasson and Gregory Crewdson, the latter recently admired 

by The New York Times  for "increasingly approaching his art as if it were a movie 

production."(63) Crewdson's large-scale color photographs, the Times  article continues, 

typically has longer credits than some independent films. Such work obviously embraces 

the larger culture, and could even be said to break down the barrier between art and life, 

in so far as it renounces the rhetorical modes of modern romanticism, the notion of the 

lone artist isolated in the studio crafting handmade objects as part of an investigation 

into the specific properties of a single medium. But in going beyond the isolation of the 

craft-based studio, such work moves closer to large-scale industry, closer to what Hal 

Foster has recently called design. Whereas the isolated romantic artist could, on a certain 

level, be thought of as a metaphoric figure, at once related to society but also separate 

and distant from it, this more large-scale art, with its top-of-the-line modes of 

production, is far more integrated into society, is flooded by the social, but mostly on a 

very mechanical, quantifiable level, in so far as it must rely on large capital outlays, on 

existing institutional and industrial offerings and capacities, on large production teams 

and assembly-line management. Such work also reveals its metonymy by adapting itself 

to various distribution outlets, allowing itself to be dispersed into different product lines 

(Crewdson's collaboration with HBO to advertise the series Six Feet Under  being one 

example), to penetrate different markets and engage in cross-promotion between them. It 

thus jacks itself into the vast telecommunications switchboard, with its ticker-tape 
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metonymy of message transmission and registration, and by doing so it contributes to 

and profits from the endless extending of communicational and commercial networks, 

which is the mandate of current global capitalism. 

 Metonymy is the art world's dominant mode today: think of Vitamin P, the recent 

Phaidon catalog of contemporary painting that is nothing but a phone book; or think of 

the lists that now fill art magazines, the "best ofs" and "top tens," etc. Out of the four 

tropes, it was metonymy that Kenneth Burke eyed with the greatest suspicion. In Burke's 

thinking, metonymy is synonymous with reduction, since metonymy strives to boil things 

down to the kind of material and mechanistic contingencies that characterize the local, 

thus localizing the general, reducing the common to the specific. Metonymy, as I've 

characterized it here, as the trope of minimalist reduction, should find its diametric 

opposite in synecdoche, the  trope of modernist consummation. But as the affinities 

between Judd and Noland suggest, that opposition is only apparent. Indeed, compared to 

the self-differing structures of metaphor and irony, synecdoche and metonymy can be 

considered both tropes of simplicity: whereas with synecdoche all elements share in one 

ultimate identity, with metonymy each element is seen to possess its own unique 

identity. Either way, there is no difference or friction within identity per se.  

 Indeed, some of Burke's most chilling cautionary passages seem to curiously 

blend synecdoche and metonymy, communion and reduction. From the vantage of the 

late 1940s and '50s, at the end of the depression and World War II, Burke writes of "how 

men can commune with carnage, how they love the sheer hierarchal pageantry, the 

Stoicism of the disciplinary drill, the sense of unity in the communal act of all the 

different military orders marching in step, or the pious contemplation of the parade made 

static and 'eternal' in the design of a military burial grounds."(64) Burke goes on to pose 

metonymy and synecdoche as the twin dangers facing an overly technological and 

bureaucratic society, a society at once too specialized and fragmented as well as too 
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massified. He saw society teetering between two fates: either a metonymic contiguity, an 

inability to see beyond individual, partisan needs and motives, beyond the literal and 

local, or a prematurely synecdochic, fanatical global summation. Of course, the real fear 

was that modern society was doomed to suffer both fates at once. Clement Greenberg, in 

fact, gave this fear eloquent if chilling expression back in 1944, writing in response to T. 

S. Eliot and his rallying cry for the West to reform itself by returning to religion. 

Greenberg shot back: 

 

Now that Western industrial capitalism is in the process of establishing a global 

economy with coordinated methods of production on all continents, the 

possibility of a global Culture appears. Only socialism can realize such a Culture, 

and it could do so only by accepting and even encouraging regional variations. 

Meanwhile, the colonial Cultures are being done to death by mass-produced, 

ready-made commodities exported from New York and California. There will 

soon be little diversity of Cultures for Mr. Eliot's common religious faith to 

unify. There will be just greater and lesser degrees of backwardness; and the 

unifying agents will be movies, comic books, Tin Pan Alley, the Luce 

publications (with editions in all languages), Coca Cola, rayon stockings, class 

interests, and a common boss.(65) 

 

Such a depressing assessment sounds, unfortunately for us, surprisingly fresh over half a 

century later. But rather than rely on Greenberg in 1944 to make the case for metonymy's 

dominance today, let me instead evoke a much more recent event, the dawn of the New 

Millennium itself. Recall how eagerly anticipated that event was, how people the world 

over sat glued to their TV sets, but not of course to join in a global rite of passage, not to 

contemplate the grand symbolism of such a well-rounded number—"2000"—certainly 
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not to fill that gaping symbol with a significance about momentous history. Rather, 

everyone wanted to see if the system would hold, if it could withstand the strike of 

midnight as it sounded in one time zone after another, as all the computer programs 

rolled over their numbers from nines to zeroes, an hour-long thriller looped to cover a 

full turn of the earth. It was an unprecedented mass ritual truly fitting for our era of 

globalism—one choreographed to the metonymic tick of the clock and the level hum of 

our electronic planetary machine.  
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